The TSI Edition
Polo and Vento
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Maximum power
Minimum consumption
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Be Like TSI
It was once impossible to experience the rush of

Then a legend arrived. Elegant and Ingenious. Part of a legacy of

adrenaline, without the rush for fuel. The machines

smartly engineered, globally acclaimed TSI technology from

ruling the road were just not able to give their

the house of Volkswagen. The perfect blend of carefree power and

drivers the kind of fun-filled yet optimal performance

thoughtful efficiency. The engine every engine wants to be.

they yearned for when they took the wheel.

The Volkswagen TSI.
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Cause of
peer pressure
in engines
A refined marvel of unprecedented performance,
the Volkswagen TSI oozes an untamed 110PS. And yet,
at 18.24 kilometres per litre^ on the Polo and
17.69 kilometres per litre^ on the Vento, doesn’t
irresponsibly guzzle fuel. Leaving you plenty more to
play with, while you set the road on fire. With 175 Nm
of torque shooting thrill through your veins. And a new
6-speed manual transmission that truly hands you
the reins. Let’s just say your mini beast isn’t pulling
over anytime soon. Well worthy of the standing
ovations it receives from other engines.
^ As certified under 115 of CMVR, 1989 by certified agency and actual
on road fuel efficiency may vary. Image used is for representation purpose only.
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Look like
a legend
Greet the street in a machine chiseled to perfection. With a look
01

that reflects the legendary status of the engine under its hood.
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01 Bold TSI Power Badge
Proudly affixed to the base of the door is a unique TSI Power badge.
A reminder of the responsible power you wield behind the wheel.
02 Stunning Black Outer Rear View Mirror
Two stark-black ORVMs enhance the debonair appearance of the
TSI edition. Adding to your ride an extra touch of class – the stuff
legends are made of.
03 Sporty Body Side Graphics
Legends know how to have fun. The sporty body side graphics
streaking across the sides let you give the road a playful wink
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while you burn rubber.

04 Stylish Honeycomb Grille
Charm your way through the concrete jungle with a GTI-inspired
honeycomb grille designed to make a suave statement.
05 Glossy Black Roof and Spoiler
A gorgeous black roof and spoiler adorn the TSI edition,
ensuring you stand out from the rest of the road. And soak in
the admiration.
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Technical Specifications
Model

Polo TSI Edition (HL+)

Vento TSI Edition (HL+)

Engine Type

Turbocharged Stratified Injection (TSI)

Turbocharged Stratified Injection (TSI)

Displacement (cc)

999

999

Transmission

6-Speed Manual

6-Speed Manual

Power [PS (kW) @ rpm]

110 (81) @ 5000 - 5500

110 (81) @ 5000 - 5500

Torque [Nm @ rpm]

175 at 1750 - 4000

175 at 1750 - 4000

Type

Electronic Power Steering

Electronic Power Steering

Turning Radius (m)

4.9

5.2

Front

Disc

Disc

Rear

Drum

Drum

Front

Mc-Pherson strut with stabilizer bar

Mc-Pherson strut with stabilizer bar

Rear

Semi independent trailing arm

Semi independent trailing arm

195/55 R16

195/55 R16

175/70 R14

175/70 R14

Kerb Weight (kg)

1072

1138

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg)

1530

1670

Length (mm)

3971

4390

Width (mm)

1682

1699

Height (mm)

1469

1467

Wheelbase (mm)

2470

2553

Fuel Type

Petrol

Petrol

Tank Capacity (litres)

45

55

Fuel Efficiency (Kilometers per litre)^

18.24

17.69

Power Train

Performance

Steering

Brakes

Suspension

Tyre
Tyres Size
Spare wheel

Size#

Weight

Exterior Dimensions

Fuel

^ As certified under 115 of CMVR, 1989 by certified agency and actual on road fuel efficiency may vary.
#
Spare wheel specification is different from Regular wheels and intended for temporary use only.
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